EDITING MARKS
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- smashed together
- this knowledge will improve the world
- the end, and also blue.
- frag [This fragment,]
- we learned things
- s-v # agr erased two word
- peaceful. Boom! there is room
- words transposed
- yes, this needs
- D1 is key
- tasks: design, build, door
- [goes on too long and then some more]
- end. Once upon a time
- passive was edited
- wd? extremity valuable
- awk attached where it handles to were
- ehi? the things run the system
- insert space
- fluff; delete
- dangling phrase
- sentence fragment
- delete
- subject-verb number agreement problem
- abrupt topic change
- insert word or phrase
- words are transposed
- insert comma
- create context (big picture)
- use parallel form
- Run-On sentence
- New paragraph
- passive voice
- questionable or wrong word choice
- awkward or odd wording
- vague or unclear

- why is this
- i am
- rep We flew. We sat. We ran.
- slam dunk
- really very extra big
- sp? spel
- finish it
- moose
- wo rd
- def? 4U2C
- bad is do can
- cured all cancers ref?
- low power LED

- Use small letter
- Capitalize letter
- repetitive style
- use more formal style
- shrink; be succinct
- spelling error
- insert period
- delete letter
- close up space
- define term
- doesn’t scan; unreadable
- cite reference
- add hyphen